
Tips For Getting A Great Massage Today
 

Are you interested in learning more about home massage? Do you wish you had the skills so

you could give massage to your loved ones? If so, there is good news. This article has

several hints to help you improve your techniques. Continue reading to learn more and

become more skilled. 

When giving a massage, consider using a little bit of oil. Oil helps you to rub your hands over

the skin more easily, and it also makes it easier to go deeper with pressure while giving the

massage. Almond oil, olive oil and baby oil are all good choices. If you wish, add a little

essential oil to make the massage fragrant. 

If you want to give a quick massage, consider focusing just on the feet. The feet offer a small

area to massage that contains a wealth of benefits. Feet have many nerves and pressure

points, and they hold the weight of the entire body throughout the day. Spend fifteen minutes

massaging the feet and feel the difference it offers. 

One simple way to give a massage is to use a "raking" technique. This is done by spreading

your fingers and using your fingertips. Start in the shoulder area then move your fingers in a

raking motion down the back. Make sure the fingers move along the spine not on top of the

spine. While one hand moves up move the other one down in alternating motion. 

Are you prone to muscle cramps either brought on by physical activity or sometimes nothing

at all? These can be very painful, especially when they are in your calf. Massages can help

to prevent your muscles from cramping up by promoting blood flow. You can also massage

the area as soon as you feel it beginning to cramp up for some quick relief. 

Analyze how your partner is reacting to the massage as you do it. You have to observe the

way their muscles tense up and any facial expressions. It takes some practice, but you can

get to a point where you can read their body using your hands. If their body becomes tense,

you are probably applying too much pressure. 

If you suffer from PMS each month with excessive water retention and cramping, there just

might be some help for you. The power of massage has been shown to help reduce that

unsightly water retention so that your pants will fit a little easier. It also can help relieve the

pain that comes with cramps. 

Anyone that's into sports knows a little bit about a sports massage. This is also good for

whoever likes to exercise. This type of massage helps to build your body and strengthen it

against future injury in addition to repairing your current injury. 

There are a few secrets to giving a fantastic massage and they involve things you don't do.

Always be careful to not pull their hair. Body hair is included in this. Be careful of pressure on

their bones. Learn to be gentle when you need to be and hard when required. 



 

If your partner needs a deep massage, use your body weight to help. Massaging strictly with

your hands can get exhausting very fast, making the massage less enjoyable for the both of

you. When you put some weight into it, it is easier to go deeper and provide a longer

massage experience. 

Did you know that you can request a four hands massage when you go to your massage

therapist? You actually will have two therapists working on you at the same time. The

additional cost is usually far less than you would expect and the benefits of this type of

massage are huge. 

After getting a massage, sit for a while without moving or making noise. Your body has just

been through a lot during the massage time period! Standing up quickly is just not the best

idea. You may feel nauseous if you stand up promptly after a massage. Relax for a few

minutes before you get back to your daily activities. 

A proper environment is essential to a successful therapeutic back massage at home. The

ideal location is in a quiet, warm and relaxed environment. If you're not doing the massage in

an area like that, the person you're massaging may not be able to relax or reap all of the

benefits of a therapeutic massage. 

Use scented massage lotion when you are giving a massage. The scent acts as

aromatherapy and can enhance the feeling of relaxation. The lotion softens the friction

between your hands and the person's body, so the massage is easier on the skin. Find out

what the scent preference is before you apply it. 

If you often experience back pain, you should consider investing in a vibrating massaging

pad. Some pads even have an option that allows you to apply heat to your muscles.

Compare different products before you purchase on and choose one with different speeds so

you can easily adjust it in function of your needs. 

 

Get a romantic massage with your significant other; it is a relaxing and romantic experience.

Light a few scented candles to establish a comfortable and relaxing mood. Play music that

soothes the ear and creates a relaxed atmosphere for your partner. Use soothing massage

oils to help massage the day's stress from your partner's exhausted muscles. 
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Try not to look at massage therapy as a one and done thing, especially if you have chronic

pain. Massaging has a lot of great benefits over the long haul, through multiple sessions.

Schedule a few of them over the course of the month and evaluate the results after several

sessions and not just one. 

Getting a massage may leave you feeling a little sore. This is a result of toxins leaving the

body. To feel better, faster, try drinking a few large glasses of water over the next day or so.

The side effects you experience should dramatically lessen. A warm bath should also help

you as well. 

Now you have some great suggestions to help you get started in giving massage at home.

Whether your loved one has a specific issue or you are just wanting a relaxing way to bond,

good massage techniques will help you. So, start practicing these ideas in your own home

today. 

 


